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ABSTRACT

Organ-on-a-chip (OOC) is a very ambitious emerging technology with a high potential to revolutionize many medical and industrial
sectors, particularly in preclinical-to-clinical translation in the pharmaceutical arena. In vivo, the function of the organ(s) is orchestrated by
a complex cellular structure and physiochemical factors within the extracellular matrix and secreted by various types of cells. The trend in
in vitro modeling is to simplify the complex anatomy of the human organ(s) to the minimal essential cellular structure “micro-anatomy”
instead of recapitulating the full cellular milieu that enables studying the absorption, metabolism, as well as the mechanistic investigation of
drug compounds in a “systemic manner.” However, in order to reflect the human physiology in vitro and hence to be able to bridge the gap
between the in vivo and in vitro data, simplification should not compromise the physiological relevance. Engineering principles have long
been applied to solve medical challenges, and at this stage of organ-on-a-chip technology development, the work of biomedical engineers,
focusing on device engineering, is more important than ever to accelerate the technology transfer from the academic lab bench to specialized
product development institutions and to the increasingly demanding market. In this paper, instead of presenting a narrative review of the
literature, we systemically present a synthesis of the best available organ-on-a-chip technology from what is found, what has been achieved,
and what yet needs to be done. We emphasized mainly on the requirements of a “good in vitro model that meets the industrial need” in
terms of the structure (micro-anatomy), functions (micro-physiology), and characteristics of the device that hosts the biological model.
Finally, we discuss the biological model–device integration supported by an example and the major challenges that delay the OOC technol-
ogy transfer to the industry and recommended possible options to realize a functional organ-on-a-chip system.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0011583

I. INTRODUCTION

Pre-clinical drug screening, along with the Toxicity Testing
for the 21st Century (TT21C), aims to transform toxicity testing
from a system reliant on high-dose animal studies to one based
primarily on human-relevant in vitro models. The phylogenetic
distance between laboratory animals and humans,1–4 the discrep-
ancy between current in vitro systems and the human body,5 and
the limitations of in silico modeling6 have generated the need for
new solutions to the ever-increasing demand for safety screening
of new substances. The inherent complexity of interconnected
tissues in animal models makes it difficult to elucidate and track
the physiological events that characterize the interaction between
an animal’s organs and exogenic factors. Therefore, translational
medical research should be focused more on complex human
factors and conditions, rather than relying on animal models. On
the other hand, while the simplicity of the traditional in vitro

models makes them robust and suitable for high throughput research,7

unfortunately, only little biological relevance is provided to the
complex biological tissues of the human body.

Organ-on-a-chip (OOC) is an emerging trans-disciplinary
technology as a result of the recent advances in microtechnology
(particularly microfluidics), cell biology, physiology, and tissue
engineering and is driven by the need for low cost and reliable
animal-alternative in vitro models for drug screening in most
lengthy and costly product developments (Fig. 1). The target of the
OOC technology is to develop effective and translatable integrated
microphysiological models for investigating the physiological
events that characterize the interaction between organs, immune
system, and exogenic (e.g., pharmaceutics and nutraceutics) stimuli
in health and disease states. This would be achieved by recapitulat-
ing the key structure and functions of a specific human tissue or a
network of functional organs in vitro.
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Cell patterning, with defined spatial positioning and stable cell
growth, in microfluidic chips have been widely used for fundamen-
tal cell biology8,9 and various applications such as tissue engineer-
ing,10,11 neuron networks,12 cell-based biosensors,13,14 and drug
screening.15 However, the concept of long-term culture of heteroge-
neous cells in perfusion microfluidic chips, i.e., OOC, was triggered
by the pioneering work of Schuler’s group, termed as micro-cell
culture analog (μCCA), in 2004,16 and Ingber’s group17,18 in 2010,
which aim to accelerate drug discovery processes and ultimately
replacing animal testing as a more accurate and affordable in vitro
platform for drug development and personalized medicine.

OOC systems would represent powerful tools for providing
physiologically relevant in vitro disease models that faithfully repro-
duce the key physiological aspects of the complex human.
However, achieving this goal is still beyond the capability of the
currently available microfluidic technology used in research labs.
Despite the tremendous effort by various research groups all over
the world on building in vitro microphysiological models or OOCs
of various tissues or organs, for example, liver,19–26 lung,18,27–33

gut,18,34–39 kidney,40–44 skin,45–52 bone,53–56 adipose,57–59 heart,60,61

brain/blood–brain barrier,62–66 vasculature,67–71 and diseases such
as cancer,72–75 diabetes,59 infection,76,77 and thrombosis,78 the tech-
nology gap between the lab models and industry/clinic adoptable
models is still dramatically wide. The vast majority of the current
OOC devices rely on simple microfluidic chips that consist of
either planner or double-layered channels with a porous mem-
brane. Such devices were implemented in academia labs or by
start-up companies that lack the capability to invest in technologi-
cal development of OOC engineering systems (hardware).
Therefore, despite the large number of OOC studies published
during the last decade, only scattered biological data that mainly
demonstrate the co-culture of two or three cell types as a model of
a specific human organ and characterization of cell–cell interaction
and simple functional assays are available. Several excellent reviews
on the OOC technology were recently published,79–83 which sur-
veyed the landscape of OOC technology and presented the recent

development in OOC. Bhatia and Ingber79 discussed the technical
challenges that must be overcome to develop organ-on-a-chip
models into acceptable predictive models of human physiology and
sketched the possible directions in future related research. Skardal
et al.81 described the progress that has been made to generate
complex multi-organoid body-on-a-chip platforms and their appli-
cations and discussed the impact of this technology on drug and
toxicology screening, disease modeling, and personalized medicine.
Mencattini et al.82 emphasized the role of time-lapse microscopy
and machine learning approaches on the advances of OOC tech-
nology, while van den Berg et al.83 discussed the potential use of
OOC in personalized and precision medicine.

A careful look at the current OOC research landscape reveals
that the state of the art of this technology is still dominated by
proof-of-concept studies that aim to reproduce a specific tissue or
organ-like structure in vitro “X-on-a-chip.” “X” here is an organ or
tissue. Most of these studies share a similar chip structure and
methodology by co-culturing relevant cells together in close prox-
imity by varying the cell types in different studies. With only a few
exceptions, there is still a severe lack in deep and focused accumu-
lated research on a single organ. To develop multi-organ-based
models, it is necessary to gain a deep understanding of the cell–cell
interaction and overall tissue structure and function of a single
organ before integrating with another functional organ.

A successful OOC in vitro model relies on device engineering,
cell biology, and biomarker discovery (Fig. 1). The lack of develop-
ment in these areas would slow the advances toward the realization
of reliable in vitro models. In this paper, we focus on the engineer-
ing development aspect by surveying the literature landscape and
highlighting the state-of-art OOC engineering in both academia
and industry. We emphasized the requirements of a “good in vitro
model that meets the industrial need” in terms of the structure
(micro-anatomy), functions (micro-physiology), and characteristics
of the device that host the biological model. We will discuss the
current manufacturing technologies used in OOC and, finally, will
sketch the possible pathways that may push the boundaries of this
technology toward transferring the technology from the lab to fab-
rication and hopefully to market.

II. FROM LAB-ON-A-CHIP TO ORGAN-ON-A-CHIP

A. What is organ-on-a-chip?

OOC is an emerging trans-disciplinary technology that over-
laps with tissue engineering and lab-on-a-chip technologies, ben-
efited from recent advances in microtechnology (particularly
microfluidics), cell biology, physiology, and tissue engineering
and driven by the need of low cost and reliable animal-alternative
in vitro models for drug screening. An OOC device can be
defined as a microfluidic-based perfusion device that hosts a
(co-)culture of cells in vitro and aims to recapitulate specific
structure(s), function(s), and key aspects of human metabolism
of a certain tissue or an organ in normal and pathological physi-
ology. Thanks to the well-defined and precise features produced
by microfabrication, OOC would enable key aspects of living
organs, including physiologically relevant tissue microarchitecture,
spatiotemporal cell–cell interaction, and extracellular microenviron-
ments. Currently, OOC devices are fabricated by soft-lithographic

FIG. 1. The advancement of organ-on-a-chip technology relies on the develop-
ment of three main components: the cell source, chip technology, and biomarker
discovery. The drawings of the biological items, cells, drug, and circulation, are
available online from https://smart.servier.com, licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
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processes, with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and glass represent-
ing the common fabrication materials owing to their optical proper-
ties, which enables live-cell imaging.

In vivo, it is challenging to isolate the interactions between two
organs because they are embedded within the complex whole-body
environment; signals released by each organ are diluted into the
bloodstream and delivered to many other tissues. OOC would enable
tracking the cell–cell/tissue–tissue signals in isolation in a simple
structure or within a complex structure with precise spatiotemporal
control, therefore, providing a better understanding of the contribu-
tion of a specific cell type within the tissue milieu or organ.

B. OOC’s microfluidics: From the flat “lab-on-a-chip” to
the 3D “organ-on-a-chip”

The fabrication of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)
has benefited from the well-established semiconductor microfabri-
cation technology, namely, lithography and etching, employing a
silicon substrate, the material used to fabricate integrated circuits
(ICs), for creating planar miniaturized features with unprecedented
high precision and high throughput capabilities. MEMS and micro-
fabrication technologies have pushed the boundaries of miniaturi-
zation beyond electrical and optical systems to explore new
applications such as microfluidics. The prominent microfluidics
technology enables handling of minute amounts of fluids as low as
a few picoliters in a network of microchannels and manipulation of
various biochemical reactions at very small volumes. In the early
1990s, Manz et al. proposed that MEMS/microfluidic technologies
could be applied to biological analysis, and by using tiny planar
channels, many laboratory processes including sample preparation,
separation, and detection can be carried out using very small
volumes.84 This emerging “flat-microfluidic” technology, which was
enabled by the surface and bulk micromachining techniques, has
shown a spectacular growth over the last three decades and sparked
the development of a wide spectrum of on-chip assays for molecu-
lar and cellular analyses ranging from in vitro diagnostic, personal-
ized medicine, and infectious disease, among others. However,
advances in cell-based applied research (e.g., cell culture) in minia-
turized device were much slower with limited diffusion in biomedi-
cal practice compared to other biological applications such as DNA
microarray technology.

Since its introduction by Harrison,85 the process of growing
eukaryotic cells in vitro remained basically unchanged for almost a
century. This is partially due to the dynamic nature of the biological
processes in cell growth that require continuous monitoring of the
cell environment. With a plethora of recent publications, it has been
shown that the utilization of microfabrication and microfluidics in
cell biology practice enables high spatial resolution of cell positioning
and patterning and opens a new avenue to increase the resolution of
analysis and sampling throughput that push the boundaries of cell
biology toward more advances in “cellomics” science.

C. From monoculture to co-culture and
organ-on-a-chip

Cell co-culture is a cell cultivation setup, in which two or more
different type of cells are grown with some degree of contact
between them86 to synthesize a physiologically relevant multicellular

system. The motivations for creating such systems include studying
the interaction of heterogeneous population of cells and creating
human-based biomimetic tissue models for pre-clinical drug screen-
ing. It becomes evident that the cellular phenotype is produced by
complex interactions between genotypes and strongly affected by
the extracellular environment. For example, the crosstalk between
cancer cells and accessory cells fuels and shapes tumor develop-
ment,87 and it was demonstrated that that inflammatory immune
cells are essential players of cancer-related inflammation.88 The
organ structure is characterized by the intricate composition of
various specialized cell types arranged in precise geometries that
lead to a complex interaction between cells and the microenviron-
ment to enable the organ function that is achieved by a well-defined
tissue interface and geometrical orientation. Mimicking the in vivo
cellular heterostructure within the microfluidic system requires
designing complex microfluidic systems. Cell positioning and cell–
cell separation distance in the co-culture system needs to be care-
fully chosen to ensure relevance to the ultimate application and to
ensure relevant substance exchange between the two cell types. Such
cell–cell separation can be achieved in microfluidic devices using
compartmentalization. Using microfabrication technology allows
creating a unique structure with the desirable scaling and precise
control of chemical and physical and flow conditions with cellular
scale spatial resolution in three-dimensional space. For example, the
inter-compartment fluid exchange or diffusion can be achieved by
placing a semi-porous barrier between the compartments with
porosity that is custom designed to enable the desired permeability
and diffusion and thickness that allows cell–cell communication
and some degree of contact.

III. OOC ENGINEERING: REQUIREMENTS OF THE
MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEMS

OOC functions are different from other lab-on-chip (LOC)
systems because they host a viable cell co-culture in an artificial
milieu for a relatively long period of time and recreates in vivo
conditions in a micro-scale bioreactor. The optimum function of
the OOC system is to provide the tools and environment that
enable studying of the cellular assembly in vitro that mimics their
counterpart in vivo and capturing the spatiotemporal cellular
behavior when exposed to exogenic stimuli and substances.
Furthermore, miniaturization would enable the integration of
process control, sensors, imaging systems, and other analytical
components. Therefore, the design of an OOC system needs to
take into account all these functional parameters; however, these
may vary depending on the in vitro model of interest, e.g., liver,
skin, heart, etc. The following are the general requirements of
OOC system engineering that would facilitate achieving the
major functions and enabling translation of the in vivo milieu
into a physiologically relevant in vitro system.

A. Steady, continuous supply of cell nutrients and
waste removal in a stable perfusion circuit

The cellular system in the OOC recapitulates the interaction of
cells/tissue with blood and circulating substances. To enable this, a
reliable fluidic circuit needs to be designed that ensures stable fluid
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flow at the designated flow rate with possible flow modulation as
well as media dilution. Due to their small volume, microfluidic
channels are prone to bubble generation, which severely impacts
the experimental conditions; therefore, the fluidic circuit must
include the bubble removing/prevention mechanism. Over the
course of the culture, cell population density varies (in general,
cases increase), and in the case of co-culture, different cell popu-
lations may have different proliferation profiles that require
nutrient supply adjustment accordingly. Perfusion is a major dif-
ferentiating factor of OOC, which is accomplished by retaining
cells within a channel/chamber, while exchanging the nutrient-
carrying medium to sustain cell growth and viability. OOC
systems maintain cells over much longer periods by continuously
feeding the cells with fresh media and removing cell waste while
keeping the cells live in culture. In general, the following are the
major advantages of perfusion (Fig. 2):

(i) By continuous nutrient supply and waste removal, the nutri-
ent levels are maintained for optimal growing conditions
while the cell waste product is removed to avoid cell toxicity;

(ii) During the culture process, cells secrete the protein of inter-
est into the flowing media, which can be sampled and ana-
lyzed either in situ or off the chip.

(iii) Preventing the exposure of the drug/stimuli of interest to
excessive waste that may cause deviation of the planned con-
ditions (e.g., drift in the pH value).

(iv) By optimizing the cell-to-liquid ratio within the OOC micro-
fluidic chip, less culture media will be used thereby reducing
the overall cost of culture.

(v) Providing physiologically relevant shear stress on the cell
membrane. In vivo endothelial cells, in particular, develop
and differentiate under flow-induced shear stress. Therefore,
to mimic the action of such shear stress in vitro, endothelial
cells should be cultured under steady flow with a calculated
flow rate for prolonged time to induce the physiological
mechanical force.

(vi) Inducing liquid exchange through the compartmentalized
fluidic system and enabling time-dependent sampling for
downstream analysis.

Figure 2 schematically depicts a simple OOC chip with major
functional components. Cell–cell interaction in a heterogeneous
cellular culture system can be achieved by employing a semi-porous
membrane that separates two vertically stacked fluidic channels
where two different cell types can be grown. The two cell types are
physically separated but fluidically connected due to the diffusion
through the porous membrane. For instance, epithelial cells (e.g.,
intestinal,36 epidermal,46 and lung alveolar17) can be cultured on
the upper surface of the porous membrane (apical chamber), and
other parenchymal cells are grown in the lower (basolateral)
chamber. Besides maintaining in vivo-like biochemical conditions
and continuous nutrients and waste removal, microfluidic technol-
ogy also enables mimicking the mechanical forces on cells and
tissue such as shear stresses and stretching. For example, using two
side hollow channels adjacent to the elastic porous membrane
(Fig. 2) and cyclic vacuum suction induced cyclic mechanical
stretching of the adherent cell layers, which recapitulates the
breathing action of lung.17

B. Device fabrication materials

The main problem that still hinders the progress of OOC
device development is the material that is used for fabrication and
the lack of standards that govern possible mass production of chips
similar to the well-established semiconductor industry. Currently,
the vast majority of LOC and OOC devices are fabricated by PDMS
using the soft lithography technique. PDMS is a great rapid proto-
typing material that enabled the research community to use it in a
plethora of applications and produce high impact results due to the
ease of fabrication and rapid molding process, thanks to its elastic-
ity, gas permeability, biocompatibility, and good optical clarity.
However, PDMS absorbs small biomolecules and other organic
compounds and drugs, which limit its applications as an OOC

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of a simple OOC device with
major functions: fluid perfusion, nutrient supply, waste
removal, mechanical force application, and downstream
sampling.
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material. In addition, despite the ease of rapid fabrication in the
lab, PDMS may not be suitable to be mass produced due to the
lack of industrial standards. Recently, a number of other materials
were used for the fabrication of microfluidic/LOC/OOC devices
that aim to overcome the shortcoming of PDMS such as polysty-
rene (PS)89 and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA),90,91 which is
reviewed elsewhere.92,93 Table I shows a list of recently used materi-
als in LOC applications and their advantages and disadvantages.
The materials are compared in terms of the key OOC-relevant
properties, namely, biocompatibility, transparency, elasticity, and
manufacturability.

C. Tissue architecture: Cell–cell and tissue–tissue
interface

Cellular organization reflects the tissue function as cells/tissue
and organs communicate by secreting various soluble factors and
extracellular vesicles that mediate peripheral crosstalk with the cir-
culatory system.106 The connection of different organ modules in
vitro can greatly affect their functionality and effectiveness.
Inter-organ communication is mainly studied through a systemic
common medium that interconnects different tissue/organ
modules to mimic the circulating blood that can transport nutri-
ents, soluble factors, cell metabolites, and drugs and mediates
organ crosstalk. Developing a common cell culture medium for the
maintenance of phenotypes and functions of all organs in the OOC
system is a challenging task that demands innovative solutions.
Due to the central role of liver in metabolism, several multi-organ
systems, with a liver module, employed liver culture media as the
common medium to ensure hepatic functions in the co-culture
system.107,108

OOC is a sophisticated form of cell culture architecture that
ensures precise cellular positioning and in vivo-like cell polarization
by providing a template on which cells can reproduce a complex
assembly and mimic the actual tissue organization. To construct an
in vitro organotypic cellular structure with fluidic/bio/chemical
exchange, microfluidic systems are fabricated to enable organizing
of various types of cells with the appropriate tissue architecture.
Three-dimensional (3D) cell culture is utilized to create multicellu-
lar structures or spheroids. However, the tissue architectures in
vivo, in many cases, do not contain spheroidal tissue. Therefore,
cell culture methods need to force the formation of cell assembly
and their extracellular milieu to enable the relevant physiological
structure before using the in vitro model for analysis. For instance,
polarity is an inevitable architectural feature of organs, which is
created by the asymmetrical distribution of proteins in the cell
membrane and determined by the formation of cell–cell tight junc-
tions (TJs) that separate the basolateral and apical membrane.109 It
is the major characteristic of the epithelial, endothelial, and liver
structure and function, and it can be produced in a prober extracel-
lular matrix (ECM) or cell culture process.110

Microfluidic technology has enabled the integration of various
cell types and/or organs in a single fluidic circuit that allow organ–
organ crosstalk while preserving individual organ functionality and
mimics the in vivo role of vascular perfusion. A straightforward
approach is to use common cell culture medium to support all the
cell types/organs within the integrated system. However, this
approach is limited to tissues that are already mature and pheno-
typically stable.111 In microfluidic systems, multi-tissue structures
could be hosted within a compartmentalized system that is sepa-
rated by an endothelial barrier to mimic the tissue–blood interfac-
ing in the body such that tissue-specific media could be maintained

TABLE I. List of common materials used in the fabrication of LOC and OOC devices.

Materials Biocompatibility

Optical
property

(transparency)

Mechanical
property
(elasticity)

Chemical
resistance Manufacturability

Cost
(Ref. 16) Reference

PDMS Good Good Good
elasticity

Poor Lab-based soft
lithography

No scale up production

High 94–96

Polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA)

Good Good Rigid Good Microinjection
molding,

hot embossing, casting,
reactive ion etching,
mechanical milling

(CNC), laser
micromachining

Low 90, 91, 97,
and 98

Polystyrene (PS) Good Good Rigid Poor Injection molding,
hot embossing

Low 89 and 99

Polyimide (PI) Good Poor Poor Good Photosensitive,
lithography

High 100–102

Polycarbonate (PC) Good Poor Rigid Good Injection molding,
hot embossing

Low 99 and 103

Cyclic olefin copolymer
(COC)

Good Poor Rigid Good Injection molding,
hot embossing

Moderate 104–105
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in each compartment to support and mature each tissue in an
optimal manner, while enabling the crosstalk among the tissue
units via vascular flow.106 The design of the compartmentalized
fluidic system for OOC, which ensures a relevant in vitro system,
involves several critical parameters such as the relative size of indi-
vidual compartment (i.e., the size of the hosted organ), the order in
which the organs are connected, the tissue orientation, and the
perfusion rate within each compartment. Since the cell metabo-
lism varies from organ to organ and during cell maturity, a care-
fully designed OOC system could provide a deeper understanding
of cell metabolism and organ–organ interaction. The design of
OOC is mainly driven by the physiological parameters that need
to be recapitulated in vitro. This could be achieved by a minimal
functional structure of an individual organ or integrated organs

by selecting the key cell models [from either cell lines or the
induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) source], biochemical stimuli
(e.g., drugs and toxins), and physical stimuli (e.g., hydrodynamic,
mechanical, and electrical).

To achieve a physiologically relevant organotypic structure
and functional coupling that enable cell nutrients supply, chemical,
and paracrine signaling, OOCs are integrated in various connection
strategies such as

(i) Convection-based fluidic transfer (manual pipetting or through
tubing): This simple connection method does not require a
micro-fabricated channel to connect the fluidic chambers but
provides flexibility for integration of several individual organs
and enables organ–organ via secreted factors.111–118 However,

FIG. 3. Fluidic exchange configuration between cell culture compartments in the in vitro models. (a) Various microfluidic devices are externally connected by tubing.
(b) The fluidic compartments are separated by permeable thin solid barriers. (c) The fluidic compartments are separated by a narrow channel filled with porous materials
(e.g., gel). (d) Two vertically stacked compartments separated by a porous membrane.
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it fails to recapitulate the physiological flow between organs
and is limited to the use of organs that can be supported by
the same culture media [Fig. 3(a)].

(ii) Connection through porous barriers/gel with planar orienta-
tion: In this configuration, cells are assembled/cultured in a
two-dimensional (2D) organization within a planar compart-
mentalized microfluidic structure. The multi-compartments
in such structures are physically separated by semi-porous
vertical barriers [Fig. 3(b)]. So, cells of different types are cul-
tured in close proximity to each other such that they are
physically isolated but fluidically and chemically con-
nected.119,120 The semi-porous barriers are characterized by
an array of small pores that allow only liquid but not cells to
be exchanged through the adjacent compartments. The size
of these pores could be adjusted to specific requirement (e.g.,
type/size of the cells) to control the mass transfer between
the different compartments. The porous channels can be
filled with porous materials (e.g., hydrogel) to enable biomi-
metic vascular structures between different organs [Fig. 3(c)].
In sequence, this would enable chemical/biological interac-
tions (paracrine signaling) between the cells in different neigh-
boring compartments. The flow profile, rate, and direction of
the inter-compartment flow can be controlled using either
internal or external pumps or valves. Taking advantage of the
porous barriers structure, multi-cell type cultures can be
arranged in the desired order where the interaction between
the cells/tissue within the various compartments is defined by
the direction of the perfusion flow. The perfusion micro-pores
with the combination of micro-flow in the adjacent compart-
ment can be utilized to generate chemical gradients when
desired;121 hence, the composition and concentration of
chemicals within the side compartment can be selectively
adjusted. The horizontal order of organs is a common struc-
ture due to the ease of fabrication and suitability to study the
interaction of specific organ/cells with the immune system.

Table II lists examples of OOC modes that are demonstrated
in planar order.

(iii) Connection through porous barriers with vertical orientation:
In this configuration, two-layer, or more, fluidic compart-
ments are vertically stacked and interfaced through a porous
membrane, which is sandwiched between them such that two
or more cell types can be co-cultured in close proximity to
each other in two vertical orientations. In this structure, a
porous membrane with optimized thickness and pore size can
be used to physically separate the two cellular structures. In
addition, the porous membrane also can be used as a sub-
strate for culturing two types of cell on both sides. When epi-
thelial/endothelial/epidermal cells are cultured on the upper
surface of the membrane and the corresponding parenchymal
tissue on the lower side, this structure would mimic the struc-
ture and function of important parts of the human body,
which are biological barriers such as the small intestine, lung
parenchyma, skin, and blood vessels that generally control the
interaction of the body with drugs, food, and the environ-
ment. The lower compartment can host a model of a specific
organ such as the liver, adipose, muscle, bone, etc. This struc-
ture can be used to recapitulate the transport (absorption and
distribution) of bioactive materials or drug through the epi-
thelial and measuring the bioavailability of these substances
in the target organs and its metabolic profile. Furthermore,
the lower compartment/channel can be used to host circulat-
ing immune cells to model the activation of the immune
system after the transport of a foreign substance through the
epithelia. Table III lists examples of OOC modes that are
demonstrated in a vertical orientation.

D. Allometric scaling

Very little research has been carried out on the rational design
of cell–cell or tissue–tissue interaction in in vitro models that

TABLE II. List of OOC examples that are demonstrated in a planar organization/order.

Organ model(s) Used cells Key studied parameter
Physiological parameters/

readout Reference

Liver, bone marrow,
uterine cancer

HepG2/C3A, MEG-01,
MES-SA, MESSA/DX-5

Drug mixtures for potential efficacy
in treating multidrug resistant

cancers

Inhibiting MES-SA/DX-5
cell proliferation

122

Intestine, liver, cancer,
and connective tissue

HCT-116, HepaRG, Caco-2,
TIG-121 fibroblasts

Pneumatic pressure driven medium
circulation platform with a
microplate-sized format

Evaluation of the effects of
prodrugs on multiple organ

models

116

Breast cancer, bone,
muscle, and
microvascular network

hBM-MSCs, HUVECs,
osteoblast-differentiated cells

(OBs), C2C12

Bone- and muscle-mimicking
microenvironments through a

microvascular network
concentrically wrapped with mural

cells

Cancer cell extravasation;
extravasation rates and

microvasculature
permeabilities

123

Adipose-immune cells Human primary adipocytes
and U937

Simultaneous multiplexed
measurements of pro-inflammatory

cytokines
The immune-metabolic correlation

Pro-inflammatory cytokines
and glucose uptake

120
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faithfully reflect that in vivo. A good OOC design needs to be taken
into account for the relationship between cells, cell metabolism,
and exchange in the human body using allometric rules in order to
establish appropriate cell ratios in the system in a rational
manner.127 Current design approaches are based on relative sizes
and not functions.128 Two different allometric scaling models (i.e.,
the cell number scaling model and the metabolic scaling model)
need to be considered127 to enable the predictive potential. For
example, Ucciferri et al.127 proposed connecting hepatocytes with
endothelial cells before adding other cells or to construct an in
vitro model of biotransformation and distribution in liver.
Therefore, the hepatocytes in the model are scaled with reference to
the basal metabolism, whereas the endothelium is scaled using the
surface area of the human vascular system. As cells are usually
plated in monolayers, the allometric design process begins by con-
sidering the metabolism of a two-dimensional culture of human
hepatocytes in a single module. By integrating in vivo and in vitro
data allometric scaling would enable more accurate prediction of
human pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics.

E. Stable performance over extended periods of time

The OOC system is a miniaturized bioreactor that hosts the
hybrid cellular structure for extended periods of time for studying
the time-dependent cellular behavior that depends on the type of
cells/tissue and the downstream analysis. To achieve reliable
in vitro results, it is important to maintain stable cell viability and
control the phenotypic stability in their artificial milieu during the
relatively long-life span of the OOC model. The life cycle of
the OOC system can be divided into three stages: (i) creating the
model structure, (ii) model’s functional characterization, and (iii)
model validation and testing (Fig. 4). These processes and function-
alities should drive the engineering design of the OOC system
when transferring the prototype to product development. Such a
methodology is not common in the bioengineering product within
the LOC domain, but, despite the lack of standards, the industrial

design applied to mechanical and electrical products can be
adopted in the OOC development.129 In general, regardless of the
type of the in vitro model under study, the longevity of use of
the model is crucial to enable reliable and consistent results and
at the same time to allow repeatable and consistent experiments on
the same set of cells/tissues. The following summarizes the required
process control during the stages of the OOC model:

1. Model structure (micro-anatomy)

During the stage of building the structure of the in vitro
model, it is important to control the environment and monitor the
cell growth and phenotyping. Depending on the in vitro model
under study, the controlled components in the system need to be
aligned to the intended structure and functional parameters. In
general, the following parameters are important in most of the
OOC in vitro models:

(1) The microfluidic dynamic properties: The dynamic of the perfu-
sion flow is a crucial parameter in the dynamic cell culture.
Therefore, it is important to take the fluid dynamic within the
OOC system into consideration during the design of the chip.
These include the geometry and dimensions of the channels/
chambers and the time-dependent pressure gradient, which
need to be optimized based on the required cell–liquid/nutri-
ents interaction and the human physiological data. In addition,
the flow/pump mode needs to be initially defined to configure
the type of flow such as steady or pulsatile flow. In the second
case, the driving frequency should be set within a physiologi-
cally relevant range (i.e., in the range of then human heartbeat
of 60–180 beats per minute or a frequency of 1–3 Hz). The
fluid flow within the microfluidic channel imposes mechanical
shear stresses and results in strain on cells and tissues, which
are integral parts of the cellular microenvironment that modu-
lates the proliferation, differentiation, phenotype, and migra-
tion. These actions in sequence affect the function of
multicellular systems in organ-level health and disease.130

TABLE III. List of OOC examples that are demonstrated in the vertical organization/order.

Organ model(s) Used cells Key studied parameter
Physiological

parameters/readout Reference

Gut-immune cells Caco-2 and U937 Caco-2 as a protection layer TEER and
inflammatory
cytokines

37

Skin-immune cells HaCaT and U937 HaCaT as a protection layer TEER and
inflammatory
cytokines

46

Gut-liver and
skin-liver

Human primary cryopreserved hepatocytes and
Kupffer cells, Caco2 and HT29 cells

Integration barrier tissue with
parenchymal for
pharmacokinetics

Permeability 107 and 124

Blood–brain barrier Human microvascular endothelial (BMVECs)
from the iPS cell line IMR90-4 cells and

primary human astrocytes

Differentiation under hypoxic
conditions

Permeability and
drug transport

125

Lung airway Primary airway epithelial hAECs and human
lung microvascular endothelial cells

Lung inflammatory Cytokine secretion 126
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FIG. 4. General presentation of the integrated OOC tools, device, process, and the required functions through the development of the in vitro model stages (model
building, functional characterization, and testing).
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(2) The physicochemical parameters (temperature, pH, oxygen,
CO2): The optimum micro-bioreactor could supply cells with
dynamic profiles of nutrients, oxygen, and growth factors and,
at the same time, control the physical and chemical environ-
ments of the cell culture with in-line monitoring modality.
Maintaining ideal culture temperatures is vital for optimal cell
growth, where mammalian cells thrive at around 37 °C. The
pH value is also critical to cellular function. The cell culture
pH may deviate from the optimum ranges due to the build-up
of acidic metabolites by cultures that have grown too dense or
grown too long in that medium and the low oxygen levels and
contamination by fast-growing bacteria or fungi. The vast
majority of cell culture media contain carbonate-based buffers
that work with elevated CO2 levels in the incubator to stabilize
the cell culture pH131 as they are also present in vivo. In a
recent study, Zhang et al.111 demonstrated an integrated pH
and oxygen sensor within a compact micro-bioreactor. The pH
sensor detects the changes in the light absorption of phenol
red in the culture medium to translate into a voltage change,
while the oxygen-quenchable luminescent dye [Ru(dpp)3]2
+ Cl2 – tris(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline)ruthenium(II)
chloride was used for the oxygen sensor. A comprehensive
review of various instrumented in vitro microphysiological
systems has been presented by Soucy et al.132 Recently,
Kirkstall133 developed the Quasi Vivo® System, which consists
of interconnected cell culture chambers and a peristaltic pump
to create a continuous flow of media over cells. The Quasi
Vivo® system is available with three different culture chambers
(QV500, QV600, and QV900), which enable monitoring of
variables during the cell culture experiment. The system also
fits with the standard cell culture inserts (Transwell).

(3) Mass transfer at the tissue–fluid interface: To mimic in vivo
cross-organ interactions, reliable fluidic connections between
organ modules (fluidic chambers) are essential. The architec-
ture of the fluidic networks in multi-organ systems can have a
large impact on tissue/organ crosstalk. The perfusion circuit in
recirculating microfluidic systems allows mimicking blood cir-
culation and facilitates communications among organs. One of
the key challenges in OOC systems, particularly when involv-
ing 3D cell culture or a multi-organ model, is to maintain
acceptable cell viability during the course of cell culture.
Therefore, nutrients, oxygen, growth factors, and other regula-
tory molecules have to be efficiently transported from the bulk
of culture media and through the multi-tissue structure (inter-
nal mass transfer).134 The organization of the cellular system
and the order or orientation of the tissue in the multi-organ
system have a significant impact on the inter-tissue mass trans-
fer, which is generally dependent on the combination of diffu-
sion and convection mechanisms, the porosity and size of the
microfluidic system, and the diffusion rate through the bioma-
terial.134 Taking into account the mass transfer parameters is
an essential consideration to achieve long-term viability of the
model. For example, the fluidic barrier between various cell
type chambers needs to be designed and numerically simulated
prior to designing the compartmentalized microfluidic system.
The most important parameters are the porosity, the thickness,
and the material (e.g., hydrogel) of the structure. Improving

the microfluidic design will result in efficient mass transfer. In
particular, it is critical to maintain a balance between oxygen
delivery to cells and their oxygen consumption. Oxygen trans-
fer is also a key parameter in the cell culture setup that requires
monitoring due to the poor solubility of oxygen in the culture
medium135 and taking into consideration the diffusion distance
of oxygen in tissue of 100–200 μm.136

2. Functional characterization (micro-physiology)

In the downstream stages, to gain confidence in the structured
in vitro model, it is necessary to evaluate it by demonstrating the rele-
vant in vivo physiology and assess the analogy between the in vitro
model and its in vivo counterpart. The type of functional components
depends on the organ(s) under study. The following are some of
major characteristic parameters that are commonly studied:

a. Differentiation. One of the key challenges in the OOC tech-
nology is to obtain functional, human, organ-specific parenchymal
cells that can produce specific human physiological characteristics.
Various human-based cell types are currently commercially avail-
able, which assisted to push the boundaries of this technology. In
addition, induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) have also been
used to create specialized organ-specific tissues. For example, the
structure of the in vitro model representing the small intestine for
pharmacokinetics screening/drug absorption should include the
major cell types: enterocytes, Paneth cells, and goblet cells with a
relevant in vivo ratio. However, since it is difficult to include all the
necessary features in a single chip, the complexity of the model
varies depending on the specific desired function. Monitoring of
cell differentiation within the OOC system is essential to ensure the
model relevancy during the course of culture. For example, a rapid
loss of “liver” phenotype during culture was observed, which makes
the culture system not amenable to repeat-dose studies.137 In fact,
OOC technology could be also used to enhance stem cell differenti-
ation in vitro and to study patient-specific developmental responses
for personalized medicine.138

b. Nutrient and metabolite profile in cell culture (e.g., glucose
and lactate). Assessing the metabolic activity of a cell culture pro-
vides a detailed understanding of the physiological state of cell
culture. In general, in large-scale bioreactors, glucose and lactate
concentrations are usually measured using colorimetric assays and
bulky electrochemical detection systems, which require manual and
tedious sample preparation that is not suitable for monitoring over
extended periods of time. Prill et al.139 demonstrated an automated
detection of drug-induced changes in cellular viability by continu-
ous monitoring of glucose consumption and lactate secretion of a
hepatic tumor cell line. Using microfluidically addressed electro-
chemical sensors, the system probes the mitochondrial apoptotic
pathway by exposing the cells to the complex I inhibitor rotenone,
which reduces OXPHOS that in turn upregulates other catabolic
mechanisms, like anaerobic glycolysis. Bavli et al.140 reported real-
time monitoring of mitochondrial respiration using two-frequency
phase modulation of tissue-embedded phosphorescent microprobes
in a liver-on-chip device. The computer-controlled microfluidic
switchboard allowed contiguous electrochemical measurements of
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glucose and lactate, providing real-time analysis of minute shifts
from oxidative phosphorylation to anaerobic glycolysis, an early
indication of mitochondrial stress.

c. Permeability of epithelial tissue barriers. A key characteristic
of epithelial tissue structures, such as gastrointestinal (GI) tract epi-
thelium, blood vessel endothelium, and skin epidermis is the tight
arrangement of cells that strongly express intercellular tight junc-
tions (TJs), which play an important role in modulating the trans-
port of nutrients/drugs from the apical side to the basolateral blood
stream. This barrier is not static but can be modulated by specific
stimuli. For example, the increased permeability of intestinal epi-
thelium has been linked to the pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel
disease, ulcerative colitis, Crohn’s disease, and food allergies. On
the other hand, a transient increase in paracellular transport could
improve the bioavailability of desirable bioactive compounds,
which normally are poorly absorbed.141

One of the common methods of monitoring epithelial integ-
rity is based on the measurement of transepithelial electrical resis-
tance (TEER) of barrier forming cells grown on porous membranes
using two sets of electrodes that are connected to a volt-ohmmeter.
This non-invasive method can be applied to living cells without
markers and allows them to be monitored during growth and dif-
ferentiation. TEER reflects the resistance to the passage of ions
through the physiological epithelial barrier and is recognized as
one of the most accurate and sensitive measures of epithelial integ-
rity and permeability. TEER can also be used to measure the effect
of different stimuli on the barrier permeability and any biological
response of the underlying cells within the lower chamber. These
quantitative data provide an effective tool to predict the influence
of tissue exposure to chemical, biological, electrical, thermal, and
mechanical stimuli related to organ inflammation (e.g., skin and
gut), toxicity, and immune modulation. The electrical behavior of a
cell/cell layer is frequency dependent. The cell membrane is a
poorly conducting lipid bilayer, and at low frequencies, the cell
behaves as an insulator. As the frequency increases, the electric
field lines penetrate the cell so that the cytoplasmic resistance of
the cell can be probed.142 Therefore, frequency-dependent imped-
ance measurements would provide a wealth of information not
only about the cell layer integrity but also about the molecular
pathway of transported bio/chemical substances through the epithe-
lial monolayer because impedance measurements allow for the sep-
aration of paracellular resistance (governed by TJ properties) from
transcellular resistance (determined by conductive structures resid-
ing in the cell membranes).

d. Response to mechanical stimulation. Among the earlier
OOC models is the lung-on-a-chip model,17 a biomimetic micro-
system that recapitulates the microarchitecture and dynamic micro-
environment of the alveolar–capillary unit of the human lung. The
alveolar epithelial cells were exposed to air to induce differentiation
and the formation of the alveolar–epithelium barrier tissue. To
recapitulate the breathing action of lung, cyclic vacuum suction was
applied to two side hollow chambers adjacent to the cell culture
channels to induce cyclic mechanical stretching of the adherent cell
layers. The mechanical strain also showed to enhance the uptake of
the epithelial layer of nanoparticles and stimulates their transport

into the underlying microvascular channel. Besides the lung, a
number of tissues in the human body are exposed to mechanical
strain, such as the heart, bone, skin, gut, and urothelium.143 Recent
research on the role of mechanical forces in wound healing and
repair opens the possibility of targeting mechano-transduction
pathways to reduce scar formation.144 Epidermal keratinocytes and
dermal fibroblasts can sense the mechanical force, which, together
with soluble and immobilized signal cues, are responsible for the
observed wound healing response.143 The ability to reproduce in
vivo-like strain on tissue culture in vitro would enable the investiga-
tion of the mechanical–biochemical signal interaction and target
specific pathways associated with mechanical strain.145

e. Migration. Motility is an essential feature of live cells during
all the stages of cell life. Monitoring cell migration is important for
understanding a variety of physiological and pathological processes
in the tissue in vitro models such as organogenesis, cancer metasta-
sis, and inflammation. Data obtained from these tests may allow
for an understanding of how a particular cell type migrates or
responds to a chemical stimulation and migrates toward it. The
most common cell migration assays are wound healing and the
transwell migration and invasion assays.146,147 Most of microfluidic-
based cell migration studies have focused on single cell types rather
than heterogeneous cellular structure, which dramatically simplifies
the in vivo conditions. More sophisticated tools may be required to
study the tissue-level cell migration for clinical applications. As an
example of OOC-based cell migration study is the cancer metastasis.
During metastasis, cancer cells migrate from their initial location to
distant organs that lead to the formation of new tumor, which
involves cell–cell interaction and chemotaxis.148,149 Zervantonakis
et al.72 developed a microfluidic-based assay to recreate the tumor–
vascular interface to test the effect of biochemical factors from the
interacting cells on carcinoma cell intravasation. The study showed
that signaling with macrophages via secretion of TNFα results in
endothelial barrier impairment and the intravasation rates increase
as validated with live imaging. It was also found that endothelial
barrier impairment is associated with a higher number and faster
dynamics of tumor cell–endothelial cell interactions. In another
study, Lei et al.150 developed a compartmentalized microfluidic chip
to examine the interaction between neurons and cancer cells. It was
observed that the nerve bundles to guide a directional migration of
cancer cells. The on-chip model allows the screening of compounds
that inhibit cancer cell migration along neurites in vitro.

f. Immune competence: Response to toxic or pathogenic
substances. The communication between parenchymal cells and
immune cells is a key characteristic in any biologically active in
vitro model, which takes place via either soluble factors or direct
cell–cell interaction at the crossroad of drug/nutrient metabolism
and immune modulation. Inflammation is an immunological
mechanism that assists in the removal of infectious and other
foreign substances, which consists of a cascade of immunological,
physiological, and behavioral processes, and is orchestrated by
soluble immune signaling molecules, called cytokines.151,152 This
also leads to a variety of cellular responses in tissues including ele-
vated permeability in microvessels, attachment of circulating cells
to the vessels in the vicinity of the injury site, migration of several
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cell types, cell apoptosis, and growth of new tissue and blood
vessels.152,153 The response of various epithelial in vitro models to
allergen exposure was studied using OOC systems such as the small
intestine,36–37 skin,46,154 and lung/airway.17,155

3. Testing, validation, and screening

The use of OOC devices for screening depends on successful
device validation to ensure that the biological functions reproduced
in vitro are representative of the native tissues in vivo, which is
crucial to enable adopting this technology in industrial applica-
tions. A direct comparison against the current industry standards
as well as between different technologies might be necessary for the
translational OOC technology and to increase the confidence in the
outputs of OOC systems.156 However, to date, validating studies of
OOC systems are very limited and the vast majority of OOC
studies focus on the demonstration of the micro-anatomy of spe-
cific tissue or organ and characterization of simple functions. Ewart
et al.157 describe the main steps and key considerations that need to
be taken in order to enable OOC technology adoption into the
industrial laboratory. Written by scientists from 13 pharmaceutical
companies and partners at the National Institutes of Health (NIH),
this article captures a consensus view on the progression strategy to
facilitate and accelerate the adoption of this valuable technology.

In general, there are three primary uses of OOC systems that
provide initial value for industry:157

(1) Mechanistic investigation: The OOC system will enable rapid
assessment of new drug mechanisms in pharmacology or toxic-
ity. The technical standards for use in mechanistic investigation
would be defined by the biology or pathobiology of the site of
action to be investigated.157

(2) Preclinical safety screening: The key functionality of in vitro
models is to provide in vitro datasets that can accurately
predict the adverse effects in vivo. Such compounds with high
risk profile to be deprioritized, while those with a lower risk
profile are brought forward.158

(3) Drug absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion
(ADME): ADME assays are critical in gaining insights into the
metabolism and potential drug interactions. Robust in vivo pre-
dictions can be achieved with well-characterized in vitro
models with the combination of computational methods
(physiology-based pharmacokinetics/toxicokinetics).

IV. BIOLOGICAL INTEGRATION (CELL/TISSUE
HETEROGENEITY)

The function of the organ(s) is orchestrated by complex cellu-
lar structures and physiochemical factors within the ECM and
secreted by various types of cells. Each organ in the human body
contains a diverse type of cells that are necessary to perform its
function.159–164 Knowing the cellular structure (microanatomy) of
the target organ is essential to determine the accurate biological
model of the OOC system. Various OOC systems with multiple cell
types have been or are being constructed, but none have yet to
capture the full diversity of cell types within an organ that is highly
complex, therefore, posing a tremendous challenge to mimic. It is

unrealistic to expect an OOC system that recapitulates the full cel-
lular structure of a healthy/diseased organ in the near future.
Nonetheless, it is still important to study cellular heterogeneity of
target tissue/organs and identify the best subset of cells that
provide a sufficient physiological representation that models the
structure of that organ. By creating the minimal structure and ana-
lyzing its function, the response of the organ(s) model can be
extrapolated, which enables capturing the specific functions of
interest. For example, integration of the GI tract, liver, and adipose
represent organ-level heterogeneity of the “the gut–liver–adipose
axis” as illustrated in Fig. 5. The GI tract is a complex environment
where human epithelial cells, commensal bacteria, and opportunis-
tic pathogens constantly interact with each other and are faced with
a continuous flow of nutrients and metabolites. The microarchitec-
ture of the GI tract barrier (epithelium) includes a single layered or
pseudostratified columnar epithelium enterocytes, Paneth cells,
mucus-secreting goblet cells, hormone-secreting enteroendocrine
cells, and antigen-sampling microfold (M) cells165 (Fig. 5). On the
other hand, the microarchitecture of the liver forms a 3D structure
that consists of epithelial and mesenchymal cells arranged in repeti-
tive microscopic units. The major cell types that constitute the
minimal structure of the liver are hepatocytes, hepatic stellate cells,
fibroblasts, and Kupffer cells, which also include vessels and biliary
duct parenchymal distributions.166 An engineered system can
include the GI tract module in close vicinity to a liver module to
emulate the drugs/nutrients metabolization by the liver immedi-
ately after GI tract absorption before reaching the systemic circula-
tion. Furthermore, to study the obesity-associated metabolic
pathophysiology, adipose tissue can be integrated into the system,
which further increases the complexity of the model. This complex
interconnected model would enable studying the absorption,
metabolism, and mechanistic investigation of drug compounds in a
systemic manner (Fig. 5). A recent review by Mertz et al.167

addresses the advances in characterization of cell heterogeneity and
cell plasticity and how it impacts tissue and organ function.

V. ENGINEERING SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Some of the obvious advantages of OOC compared to conven-
tional multi-well plates are the dynamic interactions between
several organs that enable reproducing specific functions in vitro
and the ability to perform time resolved measurements at different
check points. This would require in situ, real-time, non-destructive
detection assays, rather than end point assays. OOCs are highly
integrated and complex systems by nature as they reflect human
physiology. To construct a sufficiently physiologically relevant in
vitro model, the minimal number of cell subsets of cells must be
included in the co-culture system. Integration of additional cell
type/tissue/organ into the system adds another level of unavoidable
complexity. In consequence, the complexity of the biological model
would require engineering a complex device. Different cell types
may require different culture medium, nutrients, and growth
factors and may not be compatible to co-culture before differentia-
tion/maturation. In addition, cell organization/order and interfac-
ing vary in different tissue and organs as discussed earlier. Such
complexity puts the OOC technology at risk of delay of market
penetration and acceptance by the targeted end users. Furthermore,
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new medical technologies require competent health professionals
who are well-trained to adopt such advanced technology. In conse-
quence, this would pose a high assay cost that is prone to a high
rate of use-related errors, which raises an important question “Can
this complex technology be commercialized?”

OOC technology is progressing through two parallel develop-
ment tasks: cell models (biological model) and device engineering;
however, the recent significant development in cell biology (e.g.,
iPSCs) does not accompany the same speed of OOC device engi-
neering. To accelerate this translational technology, reducing the
gap between the academic research and industry and, therefore,

enabling smoother adaptation by the end user, many challenges
must yet be overcome to meet the requirements listed above to
realize market-driven products. The ability to perform a morpho-
logical non-invasive in-line assessment is advantageous for assess-
ing the structural integrity and drug- or disease-induced structural
changes. Sensors and imaging modalities integration and enabling
real-time sampling of the cellular products and multi-channel
monitoring would also be attractive features.

Engineering OOC devices may be advantageous to the well-
established semiconductor industry, as it is initially the case of the
fabrication of the single device, such as integrated circuits (ICs),

FIG. 5. An example of biological model integration: inter-
connected GI tract, liver, and adipose represent organ-
level heterogeneity of the “the gut–liver–adipose axis.”

FIG. 6. Depicted integrated OOC system with disposable
organ chips (OOCs) and multi-function operating system
(OS).
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printed circuit boards (PCBs), and field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs). OOC chips are single-use devices that need not be expen-
sive to be adopted by the end user; therefore, one approach is to
minimize the complexity of the fluidic chip that hosts the organo-
typic culture while maximizing the functionality of the operating
unit. Figure 6 depicts an integrated OOC system with disposable
organ chips (OCs) and a multi-function operating system (OS).

VI. OOC IN THE INDUSTRY

OOC technology is still in its beginning stage and has consid-
erable interest among researchers in academia with increasing
number of publications that cover various aspects of physiology.
However, as we emphasized earlier, tremendous effort is needed to
tackle the technological challenges to enable transferring this tech-
nology from the laboratory to the industry. A rough estimation of
the highest technology readiness level (TRL), which describes the
maturity of a technology, among current industry players can be
positioned at TRL4, which refers to technology validation in the
laboratory environment,168 while the TRL for technology that is
tested in the application environment is TRL9. OOC technology
has gained a lot of momentum toward commercialization fuelled
by support from governmental funders as well as the industry, in
particular, the pharmaceutical industry. Two major initiatives
actively working in this domain are listed in Table IV.

In 2012, the National Institutes of Health (NIH), led by the
National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS),
launched the Tissue Chip program. The program is a joint collabo-
ration with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), which
awarded 12 projects that supported the development OOC systems
that represent human organs and 7 projects that explored the use
of stem and progenitor cells to differentiate into multiple cell types
that represent the cellular architecture within organ systems. In
2014, NIH funded the next phase of the tissue chip program to
improve ways of predicting drug safety and effectiveness. The next
phase aimed to link individual organs on chips to develop a human
multi-organ model system to replicate the complex human response
to drug exposure. Ultimately, linking a major human organ model
in one system to form a human-body-on-a-chip model intends to
accelerate the translation of these basic discoveries into the clinic
and industry. In 2016, NCATS with a partnership with the
Center for the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS),
launched the Tissue Chips in Space initiative, which aims to help
refine the Tissue Chip platforms for in-flight experiments at the
International Space Station U.S. National Laboratory (ISS
National Lab), so that scientists can better understand diseases
and translate their findings to affect human health on Earth. In
2017, NCATS announced 13 additional awards to develop 3D
Tissue Chip research platforms that model diseases and test drug
efficacy before clinical trials. In 2018, NCATS announced the
Tissue Chip Consortium awardees to develop tissue chip models
for pain, opioid addiction, and type 2 diabetes. In order to
provide a way for independent testing and validation of platforms
developed by Tissue Chip for drug screening, NCATS awarded
three testing centers to assess the chips’ robustness and provide
inputs for further improvement of the devices.

Over the past few years, several companies and start-ups have
lunched OOC-based devices or tools for tissue/organ modeling
(Table V). Among these products, MIMETAS OrganoPlate® has
shown many uses in the literature. The MIMETAS OrganoPlate®
features 96 (with two-lane) or 40 (with three-lane) independent
culture cells, each supporting one in-gel culture and one/two perfu-
sion channels [Fig. 7(a)]. The system employs the Phaseguides™
technology as meniscus pinning barriers that enable precise,
barrier-free definition of culture matrices and cells in three dimen-
sions.169 The pump-less media flow is achieved by using a gravity-
driven leveling technique. TissUse GmbH (Berlin, Germany)
introduced a variety of HUMIMIC Chips, such as HUMIMIC
Chip2, HUMIMIC Chip3, HUMIMIC Chip4, and HUMIMIC
Chip XX/XY, for different in vitro modeling purposes [Fig. 7(b)].
The organ models are connected by microfluidic channels, which
are covered with human dermal microvascular endothelial cells.178

A peristaltic on-chip pump enables an in vivo-like nutrient and
oxygen supply to the cells and generates pulsatile shear stress in an
adjustable range. In 2010, the lung-on-a-chip system was developed
by Ingber’s group17 at the Wyss Institute, which mimics the func-
tion of a lung alveolus, including the breathing mechanism.
Emulate Inc. (Boston, USA) is currently commercializing a variety
of organ chips based on this platform [Fig. 7(c)]. The basic chip
comprises two microfluidic chambers separated by a semi-porous
membrane with two side vacuum channels. Applying a cyclic
vacuum through the side channels causes the cell layer on the
membrane to stretch, mimicking natural stretching during inhala-
tion of the lung. Another interesting OOC chip is provided by
AIMBiotech, which comprises a gel region with adjoining media
channels separated from the gel channel by trapezoidal posts
[Fig. 7(d)]. The chip allows 3D cell culture in the gel channel and
immune cell (e.g., T cell) circulation in the adjacent channels.

VII. INDUSTRY TRANSFER HURDLES

The ultimate goal of OOC technology is to emulate human
organs and eventually the whole body in health and disease states
and to enable mimicking the interaction of drugs with body. The
majority of OOC studies focus mainly on the biological characteri-
zation of the cellular components with limited effort toward device
engineering. The main hurdle delaying the maturation of OOC
device engineering is the fact that every OOC study uses different
sets of cells to investigate different biological/medical effects. Most
of these studies share a similar simple device structure that relies on
various peripheral tools to provide the necessary cell culture envi-
ronment or capture cell signaling. To develop a reliable single-organ
OOC system, a key cellular structure needs to be present. Also, a
precise cellular manipulation within the OOC system and a detailed
understanding of the human body’s complex response to xenobiot-
ics are necessary. This requires engineering a robust device that
enables a long-term cell manipulation and signal capturing without
compromising the cellular system viability. Increasing the biological
complexity, i.e., employing more cell types or adding additional
organ(s) to the model, would require more complex fluidic net-
works, hence increasing the complexity of the OOC device.

The drug industry is well established, which involves complex,
costly, and regulated process in a highly competitive environment.187
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Therefore, adopting a new technology within this environment may
involve risking the drug production. On the other hand, OOC is a
relatively young technology with most of its related research imple-
mented as exploratory studies outside the mainstream pharmaceuti-
cal development and is not mature enough to be adopted as a part
of ongoing drug development programs. Despite the tremendous
effort focused on OOC device prototyping among many start-ups
around the world, penetrating of the OOC technology into the

pharmaceutical industry is still facing many scientific (as described
above), manufacturing, and industrial challenges. OOC chips need
to be reliable, affordable, scalable, and mass manufacturable.
Current OOC devices require skilled scientific personnel to operate
and rely on various peripheral equipment during the cell culture
process, such as incubators, pumps, automated dispensers, sensors,
and actuators, as well as model characterization and readout, such
as optical imaging devices. It becomes crucial to enable the OOC

TABLE IV. The two major initiatives actively working toward the advancement of OOC technology.

Initiative (where)
Funding agencies and

organizers Academia involved Industry partners Activities

Tissue Chip
(USA) (https://
ncats.nih.gov/
tissuechip)

National Institute of
Health (NIH), National
Center for advancing
Translational Science

(NCATS), Food and Drug
Administration (FDA),
Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency
(DARPA)

Columbia University,
Duke University,

Harvard University,
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology,
University of

Wisconsin–Madison,
Northwestern University,
University of California
(Berkeley), University of
Pittsburgh, University of
Washington (Seattle),
Vanderbilt University,
Washington University
(St. Louis), Cornell
University, Duke

University, University of
California (Irvine),
Johns Hopkins

University, University of
Florida, Stanford

University

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK),
Pfizer, Inc. AstraZeneca,
Children’s Hospital of

Philadelphia, Emulate, Inc.,
Boston

1. Cell sourcing: Exploring the
potential of stem and
progenitor cells to

differentiate into multiple
cell types that represent the
cellular architecture within
organ systems. These could
act as a source of cells to
populate tissue chips.

2. Organ models: Heart–liver–
vascular systems, muscle
tissue, cardiopulmonary
system, cancer metastasis,
neural toxicity, female

reproductive tract, cardiac
tissue, liver sinusoid,

muscle-circulatory system,
neurovascular system, lung,
cartilage–bone, epithelial
mucosa with sensory

Neurons and microbiome
3. Tissue Chips in Space:

Experimenting human cells
and tissue in space

environment (e.g., effect of
microgravity)

ORCHID
(Europe) (https://
h2020-orchid.eu/)

European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research
and innovation program

The Institute for human
Organ and Disease
Model technologies

(hDMT), the
Netherlands

University of Twente,
Eindhoven University,
University of Delft,
Leiden University,

Erasmus Medical Center,
the Hubrecht Institute,
Fraunhofer, IMEC, and
Universidad Zaragoza

Genmab and Galapagos,
Leiden University medical
center, TNO, Amsterdam
UMC, Hubrecht Organoid
Technology (HUB), and

Philips

1. Organ-on-Chip technology
platforms: stem cells, device
platform, standardized/
artificial extracellular
matrix platform, high

throughput data analysis
platform

2. Organ models: Brain, cancer,
eye, gut–liver, muscle,

blood vessel, cardiovascular,
brain and gastrointestinal
disease interactions, and

human (intestinal)
microbiome
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TABLE V. Companies and start-ups actively working in the area of OOC.

Company
(founding year),
website Technology Product(s)

Structure and
characteristics

Applications
(examples) Reference

Hμrel Corp. (2006)
www.hurelcorp.com

• Mainly based on
multi-well plates for
cell co-culture.
Microfluidic co-culture
devices also studied
but not listed as
products

8 species and 10 models,
e.g., HμRELhuman™
HμRELhumanPool™

HμRELrat™
HμRELratWH™
HμRELprimate™
HμRELminipig™
HμRELdog™

HμRELmouse™
HμRELrabbit™
HμRELcat™

• Multi-well culture
plates Human/
animal co-culture
models

• Multi-readout,
repeat-dose
hepatotoxicity
screening

Studying the cellular
response, metabolic
competency, and
pharmacokinetic

interactions among
multiple tissues and

organs
Viral chronicity in
liver disease models

169 and
170

Mimetas (2013),
www.mimetas.com

• Phaseguides™ enable
precise, barrier-free
definition of culture
matrices and cells in
3D, supporting cell–
cell interactions

OrganoPlate®
PhaseGuide™

OrganoPlate® 2-lane,
OrganoPlate® 3-lane,
OrganoPlate® Graft,
OrganoPlate® Caco-2,

OrganoTEER®,
OrganoFlow® L

• 96-well based
microfluidic 3D cell
culture plate

• Pump-less
perfusion
microfluidic liquid
handling platform

Pancreatic cancer,
blood vessel, kidney
proximal tube, CNS
toxicology, blood–
brain barrier, gut,
angiogenesis, liver,

breast cancer

171–177

TissUse (2010)
www.tissuse.com

• Multi-Organ-Chip
platform

• On-chip micro-pump

HUMIMIC Chip
HUMIMIC Starter
HUMIMIC AutoLab
HUMIMIC AutoPlant

Organ compartments
of varying size
On-chip pump

Combination of
multi-organs, e.g.,

intestine, liver, kidney,
and neuronal tissue

Human skin

178–180

Emulate (2013)
www.emulatebio.
com

Human Emulation
System for multi-organ

culture
Chip-lab equipment

interfacing

Organ-Chips
Pod™ Portable Module
Zoë™ Culture Module
Orb™ Hub Module

Bio-kit for Kidney, liver
and intestine

Stretchable plastic
chip with porous

membrane
Allow organ chips to
be transported and
placed on standard
microscopes for

imaging
Up to 12 Organ Chip

combinations

lung, liver, intestine,
and kidney

181–184

AIM Biotech (2012)
www.aimbiotech.
com

• Microfluidic device for
3D cell culture

• Hydrogel injectable
• Gas permeable
• Multicellular co-culture

Microscope slide format
chips

Compatible with all
polymerizable gels

Enables the control of
interstitial flow across
the 3D gel region

Rapid media exchange
through vacuum

aspiration

Immunotherapy,
neurobiology, and
vascular biology

185–186

4DBio (2014) www.
4designbiosciences.
com

• VMO platform:
vascularized chamber
network

Vascularized 96-well
microfluidic plate

Channels are lined
with endothelial cells
and act as arteriole

and venule, connected
by a network of living
capillaries within a

physiologic
extracellular matrix

Tumor, metastasis, and
vascular pathology
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devices beyond the research laboratory bench by either developing
robust instrumentations particularly for OOCs or enabling the
interface of OOC devices with the classical analytical tools.

Manufacturing of OOC chips for industrial use is a major
hurdle that the OOC technology faces as the adopted fabrication
methodologies are originated and extended from academic labs.
OOC fabrication requires a multidisciplinary approach of engi-
neers, fabrication expertise, material scientists, and biologists. In
this respect, it is important to apply mature manufacturing exper-
tise to accelerate device engineering and prototyping processes.
Industry aligned funds, with strong collaboration with the pharma
industry, need to be directed toward solving the major challenges

facing the industry transfer including device engineering, fabrica-
tion material, cell–material interface, biological complexity, and
sensors integration, among others, and enabling chips prototyp-
ing beyond the academic labs. Figure 8 depicts a possible road
map of OOC production with some of the associated challenges.
One possible approach is to develop a modular universal OOC
platform that enables hosting a variety of organ-on-a-chip or
body-on-a-chip models. Early communication with stakeholders
(researcher, regulators, suppliers, and end users) would help
identify the industry needs in early stages of development.
Depending on the nature of the assay, OOC systems (products)
can be designed to provide a single or multi-organ in vitro

TABLE V. (Continued.)

Company
(founding year),
website Technology Product(s)

Structure and
characteristics

Applications
(examples) Reference

AxoSim (2014)
www.axosim.com

• Nerve-on-a-Chip® NERVESIM™
BrainSim™

iPSC derived
spheroids in a 3D

culture environment

Neurotoxicity
neurodegenerative

diseases

CNBio (2009)
www.cn-bio.com

• 3D cell culture
• Liver-on-a-chip
• Barrier models

PhysioMimix:
Multi-organ interactions,
ADME, and toxicity

Benchtop fluidic
control

Up to six MPS plates
can be run for

multiple independent
experiments

Toxicology, drug
metabolism, and
disease modeling

AlveoliX AG
(2015), www.
alveolix.com

Lung-on-chip model AXLung-on-Chip System Ultrathin membrane
breathing motion

Toxicity

Hesperos Inc.
(2015) www.
hesperosinc.com

Multi-organ fluidic chip Organ models: heart–
liver, heart–liver–skeletal

muscle–neuron,
neuromuscular junction,

heart–liver–cancer

Serum-free cell
medium

Gravity flow system

Customized
human-on-a-chip

systems

Kirkstall (2006)
www.kirkstall.com

Interconnected cell
culture flow system

QV500
QV600
QV900

Produced from
medical-grade silicone

Compatible with
commercially available
transwells and inserts

Liver, brain, cardio,
respiratory, kidney,

and gut

Nortisbio (2015)
https://www.
nortisbio.com

• Perfusion system
platform

• Perfusion through both
tissue lumen

ParVivo™ perfusion
system

Plug and play Chips
with pre-established

tissues

Toxicity and efficacy
testing

Synvivo
https://www.
synvivobio.com/

• 3D tissue/
organ-on-chip models

SynBBB (blood–brain
barrier model)

SynTumor (various
cancer models)

SynRAM (inflammation
model for rolling

adhesion and migration
assays)

SynTox (Toxicology)

Air liquid interface
(ALI)

In vivo-like airway
structure
Real-time

visualization

Toxicity assays
Biomarker analysis

Therapeutic screening
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model. Ultimately, body-on-a-chip can be realized by integrating
all the key organs in one system.

Although there are only a few young companies developing
OOC devices such as those listed in Table V, they are, in fact,
showing great progress in providing exploratory platforms for
feasibility studies with exciting innovations at increasing speed.
Additionally, many major pharmaceutical and consumer care

companies are involved, in collaboration with the companies
mentioned above, in feasibility studies and have started to build
their own OOC R&D investigational units. For example, Emulate
Inc. has started a collaboration program with Johnson &
Johnson company (NJ, USA)188 for drug candidate screening.
TissUse GmbH is also collaborating with Bayer AG (Leverkusen,
Germany)189 and AstrZeneca190 to explore the potential use of

FIG. 7. (a) The microfluidic microtiter plate OrganoPlate from MIMETAS with three-line 40 integrated microfluidic chips. A gel channel (blue) holds the extracellular matrix
(ECM) in place through the PhaseGuide’s pressure barrier function. Cells can be introduced in the middle lane (gel channel) to create a 3D cell culture while medium flow
through the adjacent channels. Reproduced with permission from Kramer et al., J. Mol. Sci. 20, 4647 (2019), Copyright 2019 MDPI.171 (b) The multi-organ chip platform
(Chip3) from TissUse GmbH. The chip comprises five assembled layers: glass slide, PDMS layer with microfluidic channels, adapter layer, cell culture insert layer, and res-
ervoir layer. Reproduced with permission from Schimek et al., Sci. Rep. 10, 7865 (2020). Copyright 2020 Nature Research. (c) The organ chip from Emulate. The chip was
used to construct an in vitro model of the human lung alveolus. Epithelial cells are cultivated on top of a semi-porous membrane, and human pulmonary microvascular
endothelial cells are cultivated on the bottom of the membrane. Applying a cyclic vacuum through the side chambers causes the cell layer to stretch, mimicking natural
stretching during inhalation. Reproduced with permission from Kasendra et al., Sci. Rep. 8, 2871 (2018). Copyright 2018 Nature Research.182–184 (d) AIM Bioterch cell
culture chip comprises a gel region with adjoining media channels separated from the gel channel by trapezoidal posts. Reproduced with permission from Zervantonakis
et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 109(34), 13515–13520 (2012). Copyright 2012 the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.186
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OOC models in drug screening. Other start-ups also announce
similar collaboration with unannounced industry partners.

VIII. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING FOR
ORGAN-ON-A-CHIP

The vast majority of microfluidic, LOC, and OOC chips are
realized using the conventional fabrication techniques including
microfabrication (i.e., silicon fabrication process such as lithogra-
phy, etching, and deposition), soft lithography, injection molding,
laser cutting, embossing, etc. These techniques belong to the sub-
tractive manufacturing (SM) technology by which 3D objects are
constructed by cutting material away from a solid block of material
(e.g., silicon wafer, polymer sheet). The advent of the additive man-
ufacturing (AM), which is the process of joining materials, through
a layer-by-layer addition to create a 3D object from a CAD model,
such as 3D printing, would trigger a manufacturing revolution in a
wide industry sectors and microfluidics is not an exception. More
recently, 3D printing has been adopted to utilize life cells and gels
as printing materials (bioinks) to create in vitro tissue models in
the macro-scale.191 Such technology would push the boundaries of
the in vitro testing including OOC technology in different ways:

• 3D printing of the OOC’s microfluidic devices: Adoption of 3D
printing in microfluidics would overcome many constrains of the
current fabrication methods such as enabling 3D microfluidic
structures (microfluidic fabrication conventionally fabricated in
2D), elimination of the back-end assembly process (e.g., bonding
of multilayers), and integration of the necessary fluidic compo-
nents (e.g., valves), sensors, and actuators in a precise and auto-
mated manner. This new generation of microfluidic devices
would be more autonomously flexible to use in many LOC and
OOC applications. A comprehensive review on 3D printed
microfluidics can be found elsewhere.192

• 3D printing of the tissue scaffolds: complex tissue scaffolds can be
produced based on computer designs obtained from patient-
specific anatomical data to construct a scaffold on which living
cells might be seeded to grow an approximation of a tissue. The
ability to create these complex 3D shapes is very attractive for
tissue engineering, which enables precise control of both micro-
structures and microarchitecture. The pre-fabrication of 3D scaf-
folds from biocompatible materials as a top–down approach would
be followed by seeding the cells onto the scaffolds to create the
miniaturized 3D tissue structure that emulates the structure and
morphology of the human organ.193,194 Recent work by Tan
et al.195 describes the use of the cryogenic 3D printing method to
produce 3D structures that mimic the mechanical properties of the
softest tissues in the human body by utilizing the liquid to solid
phase change of a composite hydrogel ink. This was achieved by
rapidly cooling the ink solution below its freezing point using solid
carbon dioxide (CO2) in an isopropanol bath.

• 3D bio-printing of tissue/organ models: Another option is to
follow a bottom–up approach to spatially immobilize various
types of living cells to generate heterogeneous functional struc-
tures within a prefabricated chip and scaffold. This would enable
the creation of a heterogeneous tissue structure, i.e., linked multi-
organs. Recently, various printed organ models were realized
including liver,194 heart,196 vasculature,197 and kidney.198 A
recent strategy, termed 4D printing, is to add the time factor,
which enables the fabrication tissue structure with flexible shapes
that can be actuated to reproduce specific functionality.199

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

In vitro microphysiological models, or the so-called “tissue/
organ/human-on-a-chip,” is a very ambitious technology which
could revolutionize many aspects in medicine and industry,

FIG. 8. A road map of OOC produc-
tion and the associated challenges.
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particularly for preclinical-to-clinical translation in the pharmaceu-
tical arena. However, many technical challenges, as well as stand-
ardization and regulatory endorsement, are still ahead and need to
be overcome before adopting this technology as an alternative
to animal models and transferring them from the laboratory to
industry. To realize physiologically relevant in vitro models, a
complex functional tissue structure “micro-anatomy” needs to be
established, and this would require devising tools for cell and
reagent manipulating, monitoring, sensing, and readout capturing.
Many significant works were recently demonstrated for inter-
connected multi-organ systems for drug screening, which show a
high momentum toward the realization of the “human-on-a-chip”
concept. However, individual organ models need to be established
to increase their reliability and maximize the key physiological
robustness. Research in iPSCs is actively mobilized for transferring
to many applications including OOC technology, and these cells
form an attractive option to be adopted for organ and disease mod-
eling as well as personalized medicine. Trans-disciplinary research
involving stem cell biologists, engineers, physiologists, and pharma-
ceutical industry partners is necessary to enable crossing the boun-
dary between the lab and industry. Furthermore, the last few years
witnessed the emergence of several partnerships between pharma-
ceutical corporations, start-ups, and academia that demonstrate the
importance of this technology that carries a tremendous potential
in mitigating the current business needs in the drug discovery and
promise commercial success.

OOC is an engineering driven technology and is benefited
from well-established multi-engineering disciplines including
microfabrication, microfluidics, microscopy, sensors, etc. Recently,
the convergence of 3D (bio) printing with microfluidics, LOC, and
OOCs adds an extra momentum toward the enabling the technol-
ogy and its commercialization. OOCs would represent a paradigm
shift in physiology research as they would enable continuous moni-
toring of living cells and rapid detection of mode of action, allow-
ing an unprecedented advance in our understanding of living cells
and how they respond to stimuli and providing a wealth of infor-
mation at low cost and in a short time. But OOC technology goes
far beyond the pharmaceutical industry and holds great promise to
deepen our understanding of the complex interactions between the
body and exogenic stimuli and provides a more accurate assessment
of the unknown effects of drugs, food, chemicals, pathogens, and
environmental toxins.
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